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How you can help at home? 

 
 Continue to support your child with their reading. 

 Identify different materials around the home and what 

they are used for. 

 Practise addition and subtraction facts. And counting 

forwards and backwards in 10’s from any number. 

 Continue to practise the spellings that come home 

each week. 

 

 Literacy 
We will be writing about dragons in a 
variety of ways, including reports, 
instructions and stories. 
We will be focusing on describing the 
dragons and using good openers for 
our sentences. 
We will be learning some reports and 
instructions off by heart so ask your 
child to repeat them at home! 

 

 Numeracy 
We will be focusing on problem 
solving this term. The problem solv-
ing could involve adding, subtracting, 
measuring or money. We will be 
encouraging the children to look at 
ways of organising their recording so 
that they can look for patterns in 
their solutions. 

 Science 
Our Science work this half-term is 
all about changing materials. We 

will be investigating the changes that 

can take place and thinking about 
how we can prevent or improve the 

changes. 

 
 I.C.T. 
We will be practising our typing 
skills using all of the keys on the 
keyboard. musical monsters. 

 R.E. 
We will be exploring Angels. 
What do they look like? Who are 
they? What job do they do? 
  

 P.E. 
We will be practising our hockey 
skills. 
Inside we will be doing some 
gymnastics on the apparatus in 
the gym. 

 Music 
We are looking at pitch, rhythm and 
improvisation in music this term and 
learning some new songs and raps! 

  
 Art 
We will be making some clay sculp-
tures of dragons which link to our 
topic. We will be adding texture and 
using slip to join. 

 

OUR PROJECT IS: 

 

DRAGONOLOGY 
 

We will be answering these questions: 

 

What are dragons like? Where do they 

live? What do they eat? 

 

Are dragons real? 

 

Which materials are the strongest? 
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